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ADRIAN BENDING TALKS TIMPANI..

erwise the drums wouldn’t reach the notes), and were therefore louder
and more resonant, with a longer sustain. Our notes D & A that start
Bach’s Christmas Oratorio are the same notes we play at the end of
Mahler 1, but the timpani that we use for Mahler have kettles considerably wider and deeper (with many times the cubic volume), to have the
power to project through a much larger and louder orchestra.
We could say that the maximum sustain of a single timpani note
increased by about a quaver per fifty years; from about a crotchet in
Bach’s time, to a semibreve for film music such as John Williams’ Star
Wars, from the 1970s. As the sound characteristics of timpani changed,
our parts have become less dominated by tonic and dominant rhythm,
and moved towards a greater role in bass instrument harmony.

I recently had a request from Leeds Baroque for advice, them having
taken the plunge and decided to buy some timpani. They had heard
about my partnership with Pete Woods of ‘Potters’ designing, manufacturing and renovating bespoke timpani.
Players of any instrument will tell you that finding expert makers and
repairers is vital. Therefore, the obvious person for me to meet early in
my career was Pete - possibly the only person left in the world who has
the expertise to make timpani completely by hand. The lineage from
Pete back to Henry Potter, who started the famous military woodwind,
brass and percussion company in 1810, is only six people.
So, how do we work out what kind of timpani to supply? The major
considerations are the repertoire to be covered, the size of the group
and the acoustics of the venues they play in. The most difficult request
is when someone says “I’d like a pair of timpani that will cover everything from Bach to Brahms.” As I hope will quickly become clear, this is
just impossible. However, repertoire-wise, and in terms of forces and
acoustics, Leeds Baroque’s needs are quite narrow; purely baroque
music with a consistent size of group in a few known venues. This
makes deciding what to supply them with satisfyingly straightforward.
Everyone talks a lot about instruments and techniques, but discussion
of concert halls and acoustics is rare, although this is especially relevant for timpanists. If you’re playing a Haydn symphony at the Proms it
is challenging, to say the least, to work out how to approach this instrument-wise, given the vast space of the Royal Albert Hall with a seating
capacity ten times that of Esterházy Palace.Acoustics and the size of
the orchestra are far more important to timpanists than the type of
instruments being played by the rest of the players – I adapt my sound
to blend appropriately, but I use exactly the same drums when I play
Haydn in the Albert Hall with the 39-piece modern-instrument Academy
of St Martin-in-the-Fields as I do with the 39-piece Orchestra of the Age
of Enlightenment. The other, very tedious problem for timpanists is how
to find or design reliable instruments that can cope with modern day
travel and concert hall air conditioning. Animal skins are extremely susceptible to climatic conditions; both temperature and humidity. Sudden
change isn’t great and so, for a start, putting drums in an aeroplane
hold is an unavoidable but pretty silly idea….! Even once indoors, they
can rise or fall in pitch by several tones in half an hour and, humiditywise, too dry and the drums sound awfully brittle, too humid and you
can hear them going flat during just a couple of bars of loud playing.
Just recently I had my most extreme touring experience ever, with the
OAE, whereby we did a concert in icy Rochester (near Niagara Falls),
and then flew to Abu Dhabi and repeated the programme in 36 degrees
baking heat! The good old British weather that we all so dearly love is
actually vastly preferable, as temperate climates are a lot easier to deal
with than extremes.
Compared to other instruments, perhaps for example in the woodwind
where the addition of a single extra key might open up dramatic new
possibilities, the evolution of timpani is pretty subtle – they basically got
gradually larger over time. To express this ‘scientifically’, this happened
at a rate of about an inch in diameter per fifty years from 1650 to 2000.
As timpani became bigger, their skins necessarily became thinner (oth-
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Leeds Baroque have some options, but we already know that the timpani they will acquire will be pretty similar to what was used in Bach’s
ensembles. The flipside of buying such instruments is that the outlay is
very significant right now. Excitingly, Leeds Baroque have set up a
crowd-funding campaign to help them with this substantial purchase.
Each drum has six pieces of brass that are bolted to the side of the
bowl for the tuning taps to screw into, and these are known as ‘fittings’.
Rather like seat-naming in concert halls, for this exciting project we
have come up with what I believe is a unique opportunity for twelve
high-level donors to have their name engraved on one of these fittings.
www.leedsbaroque.co.uk

Adrian Bending is Principal Timpanist of the OAE and Professor of
Timpani at the Royal College of Music. He gives masterclasses regularly and has published his timpani teaching book Bending Bach’s
Basslines.
www.adrianbending.com www.henrypotter.co.uk

2018
Summer & Autumn
Programme
Leeds Baroque Choir and
d Orchestra directed by Peter Holman
Sunday 10 June at 3:00pm
Clothworkers Centenary Concert Hall
Leeds University School of Music LEEDS LS2 9JT
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First perfformed in May 1692, The Fairy Queen was one of the most lavish productions, of
the extravagant musical plays or semi-operas that Henry Purcell wrote for the London
stage. Loosely based on 6KDNHVSHDUH¶V A Midsummer Night¶s Dream it features some of
Purcell¶s finest music.

Sunday 28 October at 3:00pm
The Venue, Leeds College of Music
3 Quarry Hill, Leeds LS2 7PD
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